PREFACE

The APCEE 2016 conference on Power and Electrical Engineering was successfully held at Thammasat University Rangsit Campus during March 20-21, 2016.

APCEE provided a forum for accessing to the most recent research and experience in the field of Power and Electrical Engineering from academics, industrials, professional with best practice. The conference proceeding will be a real good documents in the power and electrical engineering that can help other researchers, academics, professional engineers working in this field.

The outstanding scientific program provided potential and distinguished keynote materials and also convincing presentations by leaders in various topics of Power and Electrical Engineering. The authors in this field have contributed by valuable works and long outcomes from research in different topics covering “power electronics, control strategy, power system protection, electrical machines, renewable resources, dynamic modeling and high voltage”. All papers including in this proceedings had undergone very extensive peer reviewing via experts before acceptance.

The published papers have knowledge and experiences that will be very valuable for others. By sharing this proceeding will be of great benefits for all. We do believe that ACPEE 2016 conference has the success to be very memorable professional and scientific experience in a unique Power and Electrical Engineering environment.

We would like to thank keynote speakers, invited speakers, authors of this proceeding for their valuable contributions. We would also like to thank all referees for their constructive comments on the papers, all the thanks for the organizing committee for the effort done before and after the conference.
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